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“Marketing” and “design” teams often experience conflicts when cooperating on

innovation projects. In luxury industries, these difficulties are exacerbated by a

tension between innovation and tradition, which, in turn, causes a loss of originality

and operational efficiency. Based on three case studies of a luxury champagne house,

we provide evidence of the existence of a type of cognitive resource—a creative

heritage—that can help marketing and design teams in luxury organizations manage

these tensions, address destructive and creative tensions, and, hence, gain originality

that is coherent with tradition and operational efficiency.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

“Marketing” and “design” teams may face difficulties collaborating in

innovation projects due to several barriers that exist between both

functions (Beverland, 2005b; Griffin & Hauser, 1996) as well as the

epistemic differences underlying their respective practices

(Henseler, 2015). In domains where innovation must be respectful of

brand tradition, as in luxury industries (Bastien & Kapferer, 2012; Che-

valier & Mazzalovo, 2012), difficulties in cooperation are exacerbated

by the different approaches to innovation and tradition taken by the

marketing and design functions.

In luxury industries, heritage plays a critical role in the brand's

identity. It creates consumer appeal (Clais, 2002; Hudson, 2011;

Urde, Greyser, & Balmer, 2007), contributes to brand and product

differentiation (Briot & De Lassus, 2014), and is associated with

brand authenticity and reliability (Beverland, 2005a, 2006). Thus,

marketing and design teams must cooperate. They must innovate

while respecting tradition in order to satisfy luxury customers avid

for novelty and surprise (Kapferer & Bastien, 2009; Poulsson &

Kale, 2004; Stegemann, 2011).

Nonetheless, on the one hand, marketing—the function in

charge of managing profitable customer relationships, creating value

for customers, and capturing value from customers (Kotler &

Armstrong, 2011)—is responsible for preserving brand tradition by

assuring consistency in the manner the brand communicates

(Kapferer, 2008). It must guarantee a coherence between new

products and the existing brand identity (Chevalier &

Mazzalovo, 2012). On the other hand, design is the function of

“making sense of things” (Krippendorff, 1989; Verganti, 2008)—that

is, “making something, distinguishing it by a sign, giving it signifi-

cance, designating its relationship to other things, owners, users or

goods” (Krippendorff, 1989). Its principal function is to introduce

originality and disrupt the brand's status quo by creating new

meanings (Verganti, 2008) and revisiting an object's identity

(Le Masson, Weil, & Hatchuel, 2017).

Therefore, marketing and design use tradition in a decoupled

manner, which can have negative consequences for either innovation

or tradition. For instance, designers can use brand identity

(Lacerda, 2008) as a resource at the beginning of design processes

and propose new designs that challenge the current status of tradi-

tion. In this case, innovation kills tradition. In contrast, marketing can

use tradition in the form of brand identity as a validation criterion for

evaluating new designs proposed by designers (Spiggle, Nguyen, &

Caravella, 2012; Veg-Sala & Roux, 2014). Thus, marketing may be

tempted to reject innovative designs as they constitute a threat to

brand tradition. In this case, tradition kills innovation.

Hence, in luxury industries, a sensitive tension exists between

innovation and tradition; this tension is at the origin of further
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cognitive and organizational tensions that can have deleterious effects

on innovation projects. Most commonly, such effects include a brand

yielding new products and services with low originality as well as

losses in operational efficiency. Thus, finding new ways to help mar-

keting and design teams manage such tensions is of paramount impor-

tance should an organization seek to promote fertile cross-functional

cooperation.

Recent research shows that by sharing explicit knowledge in

the form of shared knowledge bases (Cohendet, Grandadam,

Simon, & Capdevila, 2014), languages, and mental models (Lenfle &

Söderlund, 2018; Madhavan & Grover, 1998; Mohammed &

Dumville, 2001), teams comprising members from different func-

tions can resolve the tensions they encounter during innovation

projects (Carlile, 2004; Lenfle & Söderlund, 2018). However, should

all tensions be resolved? Indeed, besides destructive tensions, some

tensions can favor creativity (Arrighi, Le Masson, & Weil, 2015).

Are there some tensions that should be resolved while others are

maintained and protected? Formalizing and sharing common cogni-

tive resources do not guarantee marketing and design teams the

capacity to avoid making compromises between innovation and

tradition.

Thus, the objective of this study is to answer the following ques-

tion: How can a cognitive resource help marketing and design teams

in luxury industries manage the tension between innovation and tradi-

tion, resolve destructive and creative tensions, and contribute to origi-

nality and operational efficiency?

We argue that there exists a cognitive resource—a “creative

heritage”—that by giving teams both a language of the “known”

and the “unknown” to describe brand tradition, can help marketing

and design teams in luxury industries reach a compromise between

innovation and tradition, and, hence, gain originality that is coher-

ent with tradition as well as improve operational efficiency. To sup-

port our claim, we present three innovative projects, by a team of

marketers and designers from the same luxury champagne house,

suffering from the innovation–tradition tension and, hence,

exhibiting low originality and operational efficiency in innovative

design projects. We show how the formalization and sharing of a

creative heritage helped the project team resolve creative and

destructive tensions. In turn, the team reach a compromise

between innovation and tradition. It, thus, gained in originality and

operational efficiency.

The paper proceeds as follows: First, we present an overview of

the difficulties that marketing and design cross-functional teams

encounter during innovation projects. We show that common strate-

gies for overcoming these tensions force teams to make a compro-

mise between innovation and tradition. Second, we sketch the effects

of introducing a creative heritage to a cross-functional team working

on innovative projects in luxury industries. Then, we describe how the

formalization of the brand creative heritage had an impact based on

three case studies from a luxury champagne house. Finally, we discuss

our results with respect to the extant literature and, consequently,

present some conclusions and implications for researchers and

managers.

2 | LITERATURE REVIEW AND
THEORETICAL PROPOSITION

2.1 | Literature review

2.1.1 | Innovation and tradition: A source of
cognitive and organizational tensions

Innovation is classically defined as introducing into the market new

inventions or significantly improved products (Maclaurin, 1953), or

finding new and better ways to introduce products into the market

(OECD, 2015). However, recently, innovation is defined as a design

process that requires conceptual and knowledge expansions, and that

results in the revision of an object's identity (Le Masson, Hatchuel, &

Weil, 2006).

In luxury industries, innovations take the form of design pro-

cesses that manifest into new products, services, and experiences, but

also new organizational processes, such as novel marketing strategies.

In certain scenarios, innovation is visible to customers, as in the case

of haute couture and luxury cars, which are luxury objects associated

with high levels of creativity (Roberts & Armitage, 2015). At other

times, innovation is visible only from the inside of organizations, as

some luxury objects are attractive to customers precisely because

they remain unchanged or uncreative, hence exhibiting low levels of

creativity (Roberts & Armitage, 2015). Even in this case, innovation

can appear in the background.

In any case, in luxury industries, innovation projects must yield

new objects that are original and coherent with brand tradition; this is

because tradition plays a paramount role in brand identity. It creates

consumer appeal (Hudson, 2011; Urde et al., 2007), contributes to

brand and product differentiation, and is associated with brand

authenticity and reliability (Beverland, 2005b, 2006). We adopt the

definition of tradition proposed by Messeni Petruzzelli and

Savino (2012). That is, tradition is a stock of knowledge, competen-

cies, materials, manufacturing processes, signs, values, and beliefs per-

taining to the past (Messeni Petruzzelli & Savino, 2012).

Thus, respecting tradition is critical to the design of new luxury

products, services, and experiences. For this reason, luxury brands are

often placed under the responsibility of creative individuals

(Roberts & Armitage, 2015) such as the chef de caves of champagne

houses or the noses of perfume houses. These creative individuals are

guardians of the brand identity and designers of the brand future. As

part of an organization, they do not work alone, but with teams

(Roberts & Armitage, 2015)—often from marketing and design

functions—that should be capable of understanding and sharing the

brand tradition. However, marketing and design functions have oppo-

site responsibilities with respect to tradition, and these can hinder

their capacity to cooperate in innovation projects. They suffer from a

tension between innovation and tradition that is responsible for sev-

eral cognitive and organizational tensions.

A cognitive tension arises when knowledge embedded in heritage

becomes both a motor and an obstacle to creativity: On one hand,

knowledge can hinder individuals' and organizations' creativity, as it
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can force designers to use already-known solutions and hinder the

exploration of new knowledge (Audia & Goncalo, 2007; Jansson &

Smith, 1991; Leonard-Barton, 1992). On the other hand, the same

knowledge and tradition that “fixes” designers can help them accom-

plish meaningful innovations because these individuals and organiza-

tions reinterpret and recombine old knowledge and tradition to create

new products and value (De Massis, Frattini, Kotlar, Messeni Pet-

ruzzelli, & Wright, 2016; Holmquist, Magnusson, & Livholts, 2019;

Kogut & Zander, 1992).

Moreover, organizational tensions arise when knowledge barriers

between the design and marketing functions are caused by differ-

ences in teaching and personal experiences (Griffin & Hauser, 1996),

in vocabulary and word meanings (Carlile, 2004; Griffin &

Hauser, 1996), and in mental models developed during the practice of

a particular function (Edmondson & Nembhard, 2009). These knowl-

edge barriers can provoke discrepancies in the comprehension of the

organizational and project objectives. In the resulting scenario, one

function faces difficulties in understanding the other function's goals,

methods, and practice (Griffin & Hauser, 1996). This conflict might

lead to teams taking for granted mental models that are difficult to

transcend and that hinder the ability to understand the other func-

tion's point of view (Edmondson & Nembhard, 2009).

Additionally, different functions have different organizational

responsibilities and task priorities (Griffin & Hauser, 1996). They often

have functional success measures that do not support cooperation as

well as a lack of top management that rewards cooperation

(Edmondson & Nembhard, 2009; Griffin & Hauser, 1996). Further-

more, innovative projects most often exhibit fuzzy objectives (Lenfle,

Le Masson, & Weil, 2016) that may hinder the ability of cross-

functional teams to cooperate (Edmondson & Nembhard, 2009; Hol-

land, Gaston, & Gomes, 2000). As a consequence, by provoking cogni-

tive and organizational tensions, the innovation–tradition tension can

negatively affect innovation projects, that is, lead to low operational

efficiency and originality.

Low originality can be caused by fixation effects that make

designers privilege easily accessible design alternatives. They exhibit a

difficulty to converge when original paths are explored, to understand

concepts proposed by other functions, and to define organizational

and project objectives and translate them into objects (products, ser-

vices, and experiences).

Low operational efficiency—such as nonadherence to project

schedules, arrested project development, a veto on project results, or

overcost—can arise when a team struggles to make sense of project

objectives, has coordination difficulties, does not effectively divide

labor when the object's architecture is ill defined, or experiences diffi-

culties progressing forward under unknown conditions.

2.1.2 | Common strategies for overcoming tensions
and consequences thereof

The literature provides several possible strategies to cope with

tensions—for example, providing team members with good conditions

for creative work (Amabile, 1988); providing methods for innovative

design that help team members identify and eliminate fixation effects

(Hatchuel, Le Masson, & Weil, 2011; Le Masson et al., 2017);

adjusting the team structure and composition to include flexible pro-

ject managers and members, which could facilitate better access to

resources and knowledge (Atuahene-Gima, 2003; Cohendet &

Simon, 2007; McDermott & O'Connor, 2002; Sheremata, 2000); man-

aging interfaces of the project team with the rest of the organization

through project champions and sponsors (McDermott &

O'Connor, 2002); or even adapting project management processes

and practices such as temporally pacing the projects with milestones

and facilitating knowledge-sharing through direct and regular contact

among project members (Atuahene-Gima, 2003; Sheremata, 2000).

However, most of the time, the above strategies have two draw-

backs: First, they do not address the innovation–tradition tension.

Instead, they force teams to make a choice between innovation or tra-

dition. Hence, project teams gain in originality, but at the price of con-

siderable organizational tension; or they gain in operational efficiency,

but at the expense of originality.

Second, they do not differentiate between destructive or creative

tensions in the project. Indeed, even if some of the cognitive and

organizational tensions can have deleterious effects, such as a lack of

shared organizational objectives, or differences in language use that

provoke misunderstandings over the project's management

(Carlile, 2004), some of the tensions can instead favor creativity, such

as cognitive tensions provoked by design constraints (Arrighi

et al., 2015). Thus, alternative strategies allowing teams to address the

innovation–tradition tension and manage destructive and creative

tensions need further investigation.

Recent research suggests that a better understanding of the

relationship between tradition and innovation can help marketing

and design cooperate in fertile innovative projects. Scholars

acknowledge that sharing explicit knowledge in the form of shared

knowledge bases (Cohendet et al., 2014), languages, and mental

models (Lenfle & Söderlund, 2018; Madhavan & Grover, 1998;

Mohammed & Dumville, 2001) is key for creating new knowledge

and succeeding in coordinating cross-functional teams during inno-

vation projects.

Hence, externalization—that is, the process of transforming tacit

knowledge into explicit knowledge (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995)—can

positively affect cross-functional cooperation during innovation pro-

jects. Through externalization, disparate knowledge bodies can be rec-

onciliated, differentiated knowledge integrated, and strong concepts

crystallized during the design process of new products (Nonaka &

Takeuchi, 1995). Furthermore, the exteriorization of knowledge can

help individuals be aware of existing knowledge gaps (Hall &

Andriani, 2002).

However, in the same manner that a town recognized for

possessing a heritage is not necessarily able to innovate to

attract new consumers (Mota, Guerreiro, & Pinto, 2017), formaliz-

ing and sharing common cognitive resources does not

guarantee that cross-functional teams can manage the tensions

confronting them.
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2.2 | Theoretical proposition: A creative heritage to
surpass the innovation–tradition tension

To help cross-functional teams manage the innovation–tradition ten-

sion and resolve destructive and creative tensions, shared cognitive

resources should synthesize both the properties of creation and tradi-

tion in what we term “creative heritage.” That is, a form of tradition

that acts as a cognitive resource for creation and enables the creation

of new objects that, in turn, enrich tradition itself.

Recent advances in design theories invite us to view design as a

process that uses languages of the known and unknown to bring to

life still unknown objects (Le Masson et al., 2017). This way, designers

can attain different levels of generativity, such as knowing how to

reproduce existing objects, recombine existing knowledge, introduce

new knowledge into a codified design process, and create new lan-

guages of the unknown to recreate languages of the known (Carvajal

Pérez, Araud, Chaperon, Le Masson, & Weil, 2018). Thus, we expect a

creative heritage to describe a language of the known and a language

of the unknown.

A creative heritage should embody a language of the known, a

common language to describe existing objects, like existing brand

products, services, experiences, and values. This common set of

knowledge can mean different things to each of those functions, while

helping them to understand each other, and other functions’ con-

straints. In that sense, a creative heritage should serve as a boundary

object that is useful for design: boundary objects are defined as

abstract or concrete objects that are shared across several inter-

secting social worlds and satisfy the informational requirement of

each of them (Star & Griesemer, 1989). They are plastic enough to

adapt to the constraints of the several parties that employ them, yet

robust enough to maintain a common identity across parties. They

have different meanings in different social worlds, but their structure

is common enough to more than one world to make them a means of

translation.

A creative heritage should also contain a language of the

unknown that describes desirable yet unsatisfied functions, desirable

properties of still nonexistent objects, as well as the limits of knowl-

edge (Roberts, 2018). This would help teams identify the future of tra-

dition and where to concentrate research efforts. A language of the

unknown is a means to build action programs—to plan by knowing not

only what is possible, but also what is wanted (Hatchuel &

Segrestin, 2018). A language of the unknown can be ambiguous, a

source of interpretative viability (Benders & Van Veen, 2001). It could

provide different courses of action while maintaining a sense of unity

(Giroux, 2006). Hence, both marketing and design can recognize dif-

ferent meanings in a language of the unknown, allowing for different

interpretations and usages of tradition, but also set a common back-

ground for both functions.

According to this literature review, we argue that a creative

heritage can help cross-functional teams manage tensions and,

hence, gain originality that is coherent with tradition as well as

improve operational efficiency by giving teams both a language of

the known and the unknown to describe brand tradition. Our

methodology will hence seek to find evidence that supports this

proposition.

3 | METHODOLOGY

3.1 | Research design

We conducted a multiple case study (Yin, 2008) inside a luxury cham-

pagne house in which we studied three experiences of project design

by a cross-functional team. We will describe our research methodol-

ogy following the criteria of the Case Study Evaluation Template,

developed recently by Goffin, Åhlström, Bianchi, and Richtnér (2019),

which supports researchers in ameliorating the quality of case study

research.

3.1.1 | Theoretical foundation

We decided to adopt a case-based research because the three design

projects constituted a unique context (Benbasat, Goldstein, &

Mead, 1987) and an opportunity for original research (Barratt, Choi, &

Li, 2011) because they come from a domain known to be inaccessible:

the world of luxury. In the three cases, the project team benefitted

from the formalization and sharing of a cognitive resource termed

brand creative heritage. They offered us an opportunity to build new

theory (Eisenhardt, 1989; Eisenhardt & Graebner, 2007) on how

knowledge formalization can help marketing and design teams in lux-

ury industries reach a compromise between innovation and tradition.

3.1.2 | Theoretical sampling

We selected three cases of design experiences in which the formaliza-

tion of a creative heritage allowed us to study two design phases for

each case: (1) a design phase before the formalization of the brand

creative heritage and (2) a design phase after the formalization of the

brand creative heritage. This research design represents an excellent

opportunity to study the effects of knowledge on managing the afore-

mentioned tensions because it gives us access to a quasi-experimental

setup wherein the organizational context is almost identical for the

three case studies and wherein the most important variation concerns

the formalization of the brand creative heritage. Furthermore, it gives

us access to rare material, as we had the chance to study three pro-

jects inside a luxury champagne house from their beginning and dur-

ing their different phases, including the formalization and sharing of

the brand creative heritage.

3.2 | Data acquisition

3.2.1 | Data sources, triangulation, and data
collection

The data collection process took place before, during, and after

the introduction of the brand creative heritage to the projects,
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from 2015 until 2018, in the headquarters of the organization in

France.

We followed the different actors involved in the projects, carried

out by a team comprising members of the winemaking, marketing,

communication, heritage, and training functions. This team was also

accompanied by several external partners, such as a writer, a design

agency A, and a design agency B. We followed the team during the

design process of three new brand experiences where the objective

was to design physical or digital objects that embodied a part or the

whole brand creative heritage. The three cases are described as

follows:

Case 1. is a project to design a digital application to let the user feel

and understand the meaning of the brand wine's vocabulary. It

was co-led by two project managers from the marketing and

winemaking departments and benefited from the participation

of design agency A.

Case 2. is a project to design a video that conveys the key character-

istics that make the winemaking process of the brand unique. It

was led by a project manager from the marketing department

and benefited from the participation of design agency B. After

the introduction of the brand creative heritage, this project

manager was succeeded by a new marketing project manager.

Case 3. is a project to design an architectural space that embodies

the whole brand creative heritage. It was led by a project man-

ager from the marketing department and benefited from the

participation of design agency A. After the formalization of the

brand creative heritage, this project manager was succeeded

by a new winemaking project manager.

To assure triangulation, the data comprised field observations, meet-

ing transcriptions, and interviews led by the first author, as well as

internal documents.

We participated in the meetings of the three projects; some of

these meetings were recorded and transcribed by the writer. When

recording was not possible, we took field notes concerning the evolu-

tion of the projects that were shared among the first, fourth, and fifth

authors. Throughout the research process, we shared our insights

every two or three months during a research steering committee in

which the five authors participated.

Moreover, we had total access to the meeting reports and inter-

mediate objects (briefs, proposals, schemas, and prototypes) of the

three projects. We also had total access to internal documents of the

brand, such as old experience briefs, description of old experiences, as

well as external documents such as press articles and blog articles.

We complemented our data acquisition with 10 semi-structured

interviews with the program participants in order to evaluate the exis-

tence of tensions as well as the originality and operational efficiency

of the projects. The profile of the interviewed persons can be seen in

Table 1. We requested the informants to talk about the project objec-

tives and their evolution, as well as the difficulties encountered during

the life of the projects. We questioned them about the effects of the

introduction of the brand creative heritage on the project manage-

ment as well as inter-departmental cooperation.

3.2.2 | Review and validation of evidence

To validate our evidence, we shared our data and insights with the

company during a research steering committee that occurred every

two or three months. Moreover, we shared our insights and first

models with the research academy in innovation and design manage-

ment thanks to conferences (IPDM 2018, RADMA 2018), as well as

with an expert committee that evaluated the doctoral thesis disserta-

tion of the first author.

3.3 | Data analysis

3.3.1 | Case presentation and case interpretation

In order to analyze the interviews, we recorded and transcribed the

interviews and coded the verbatims by using the QDA Miner Lite

V2.0.5 Software (Provalis Research).

To evaluate the existence of the innovation–tradition, cognitive,

and organizational tensions, we analyzed the briefs of each project

and the interview transcriptions in search of quotes that explicitly

prompted the team to design new, innovative objects coherent with

the brand. We coded those verbatim as “project tensions.” We also

studied the composition of the project team as well as the activities of

the team members to identify whether they conserved operational

roles while participating in the projects.

To evaluate originality, we searched internal documents and on

the internet for the existence of digital applications, videos, and archi-

tectural spaces previously designed by the brand and by other luxury

brands. We searched for similarities and differences between the

properties of intermediary objects designed by the cross-functional

TABLE 1 Profile of the interviewed informants

Informant Profile

A Head of the winemaking team and “chef de cave” of the
brand.

B Head of the research and development department and

winemaker of the brand. Project manager of project

1.

C R&D project manager and winemaker of the brand

D Marketing director of the brand

E Marketing brand manager. Project manager of project 1,

2, and 3

F Marketing brand manager. Project manager of project 2

G Communications and press relationships manager

H Head of the heritage team

I Head of the brand training department

J Lead designer of design agency A
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team and objects of the luxury domain in terms of content, structure,

and functionality. We believe this is an appropriate method to mea-

sure originality as it allows us to produce a baseline of the ideas that

have already been implemented. It also allows us to identify if the

ideas and intermediary objects produced during the project are differ-

ent from this baseline. Furthermore, we evaluated the coherence of

the intermediary objects with the brand by identifying quotes in the

interview transcriptions and our field notes focusing on the degree of

adaptation of the intermediary objects with the brand requirements

and expectations. We coded those quotes as “object coherence.”

To evaluate the operational efficiency of the projects, we iden-

tified whether the projects suffered from deadline extensions,

delays, or arrests and whether brand experts accepted the projects'

results. We also scanned the interview transcriptions in search of

verbatim statements highlighting difficulties in obtaining resources,

regarding delays, or dealing with the budget. We coded those

quotes as “difficulties in project convergence.” We also searched for

quotes about facilitators of project advancement. We coded those

quotes as “project facilitators.” As the three projects were part of

the same program, the verbatim statements are aggregated at the

program level.

Finally, to characterize whether changes in originality and opera-

tional efficiency observed before and after the transmission of the

brand creative heritage were caused by the brand creative heritage

itself, we searched for explicit references to the brand creative heri-

tage mobilization during the design process after its introduction. We

attributed the status of “language of the known” to elements having a

logical status, describing categories of objects (products, experiences),

properties of objects designed by the brand, personalities, stories, and

myths. We attributed the status of “language of the unknown” to ele-

ments not possessing a logical status and expressing desirable

unknowns, such as vision statements, desirable but not satisfied

object's properties, general principles that should be satisfied when a

new wine is created, or when a new experience is designed. Further-

more, we compared the content of the cognitive resources mobilized

before and after introducing the brand creative heritage and searched

for relationships between new design paths and the brand creative

heritage content.

4 | RESULTS

4.1 | Low originality and operational efficiency
before the introduction of brand creative heritage

Before the formalization of the brand creative heritage, project teams

were prompted to design an experience that was innovative, but still

embedded in the brand's identity. For example, the architectural space

(case ) was supposed to “reveal the singularity of [the brand] through a

creative and innovative project” and “convey the richness, deepness and

complexity of [the brand]”. Also, the video brief (case ) stated that it

was necessary to “avoid pitfalls” in the final video like doing a “video

for experts” or an “expected video.” This suggests that the program

team experienced the innovation–tradition tension and a cognitive

tension at the same time.

Furthermore, before the formalization of the brand creative heri-

tage, the team composition and its member roles suggest the team

experienced organizational tension. Indeed, the program team was a

cross-functional team comprising mainly members of the winemaking

and marketing departments. Besides dedicating time to the program

and the design of the three experiences, team members conserved

their own operational roles inside the organizations. Thus, they had to

assure the projects' advancement and the continuity of their daily

responsibilities. Moreover, the program and the three projects pos-

sessed an exceptional nature, as they were different from all other

development projects that were carried out by the organization and,

hence, were in competition for resources.

4.1.1 | Originality

At the end of the first design phase, before the formalization of the

brand creative heritage, the project teams designed the following

three intermediary objects: (1) a graphical sketch of a tasting notes

data visualization, (2) a video of the harvest, and (3) a three-

dimensional representation of an architectural space to embody the

brand creative heritage.

In the three cases, the first intermediary objects possessed low

originality and low coherence with the brand. Indeed, program team

members referred to the intermediary objects as not having enough

“[brand] spirit,” not being enough “[brand] proprietary,” or resembling

an information system more than a brand experiential object (Table 2).

Furthermore, in each case, the first intermediary objects resem-

bled past objects designed either by the brand or by other luxury

brands (Table 3). For example, the intermediary object designed in

case transposed the time sequence of the harvest process to the

sequential scenes of the video. This mode of audiovisual representa-

tion for the harvest has already been exploited by at least 12 other

champagne brands.

4.1.2 | Operational efficiency

Before the formalization of the brand creative heritage, the project

teams found themselves with projects that got stuck:

• The digital application project was put into standby for almost six

months. The team decided to temporally stop the design of the

application as presented in the graphical sketch.

• The team made a first version of the harvest video. However, top

management and brand experts invited the program team to rede-

sign it to better consider the identity of the brand.

• The program team delayed the deadline for the design of the archi-

tectural space several times. Finally, they decided not to continue

with the design of the architectural space in the form originally

proposed.
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4.2 | Gain in originality and operational efficiency
after the introduction of brand creative heritage

For the formalization of the brand creative heritage, the program

team, accompanied by design agency A and a writer, carried out sev-

eral sessions of sharing tacit knowledge with brand experts, and

inventoried the explicit knowledge of the brand (such as written brand

stories and created objects). This helped team members gain knowl-

edge of the brand; it gave them some explicit knowledge

representations:

• The “brand creative heritage map”: A textual and graphical descrip-

tion of the brand creative heritage that defines the seven most

important knowledge elements of the brand as well as the relation-

ships that exist among those knowledge elements.

• The “source text” and “source schema”: A textual and graphical

description of two of the knowledge elements of the brand crea-

tive heritage: the “aesthetic ideal” and the “winemaking” knowledge

elements. (As the program is still ongoing, the other five knowledge

element representations are yet to be formalized.)

After the formalization and sharing of the brand creative heritage, the

teams restarted the projects and designed three new intermediary

objects: (1) a first version of an aesthetic ideal digital application, (2) a

detailed structure for a winemaking video, and (3) a three-dimensional

representation of a “brand studio” to share and transform the brand

creative heritage.

4.2.1 | Originality

The new intermediary objects were more adapted to the brand expec-

tations, as expressed by team members in Table 4 for two of the stud-

ied cases. Furthermore, even if the primary functionality of the

aesthetic ideal digital application (case ) shares a similarity with an

application designed by a distilled beverage brand, the content and

the structure of the three intermediary objects designed after the

transmission of the brand creative heritage was different from that of

objects designed by other brands or by the brand itself. This suggests

that, after the transmission of the brand creative heritage, the projects

gained in originality (Table 5).

4.2.2 | Operational efficiency

We observe that after the introduction of the brand creative heritage,

the program team succeeded in gaining improved operational effi-

ciency. Indeed, the three projects were resumed, or new projects

were started:

• The first version of the aesthetic ideal digital application was

designed without major delays.

• The detailed structure for a winemaking video was designed after

few iterations. (However, organizational changes at design agency

B forced the program team to put this project on stand-by.)

• The three-dimensional representation of a brand studio to transfer

and transform the brand creative heritage was designed without

major delays. (The project is still in progress.)

4.3 | Brand creative heritage responsible for gains in
originality and operational efficiency

By comparing the content of the cognitive resources mobilized before

and after the formalization of the brand creative heritage, our data

TABLE 2 Coherence between intermediary objects and brand identity according to project team members

Project Verbatim

Digital

application

“[…] [design agency A] proposed to us this first app—but to answer your question, was it not in the spirit [of the brand]? Well, yes,

because the idea is not to do data visualization. What was the idea? To arrive at something that is sensorial and emotional. We are not

here to do some mathematics nor to show something complex in a flat manner. […] We are not here to do something complicated; we

are here for … The idea is to represent a meaning. The idea is not to represent knowing … Data visualization allows to understand. The

idea is not to understand. The idea is to show that there is complexity, but that it is organized—and complex yet organized is harmony.”

Harvest video “I find that this video—if you change the final logo, it could be a video from [Brand 1] or [Brand 2]. It could be a video from any other

champagne house …”

Architectural

space

“This was the point I saw as the weakest of this approach; it was a point that led us to think about the [architectural space] as isolated

spaces and unconnected. You know, it was an absolutely Cartesian partition of the knowledge that was being analyzed or acquired,

but that did not allow to string together this knowledge beyond its structure. Even if it is a good approach to think about an

information system to store data, when telling a story, there was no … I think that, at this moment, there was no guiding thread that

linked what was being stored in each one of the dimensions of the matrix. So, I think that the inconvenient with this possibility was

that it was quite programmatic, in the most abstract sense of the word.”

TABLE 3 Similarities of designed intermediary objects with
objects created in the past by luxury brands

Project Description of similarities

Digital

application

First intermediary object was similar to a past object

designed by the brand.

Harvest

video

First intermediary object transposed the harvest

time sequence into the sequences of a video. At

least 12 other champagne houses have already

designed similar videos.

Architectural

space

Primary function of the intermediary object has

already been explored by at least seven other

luxury houses.
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show that the brand creative heritage contributed to a gain in original-

ity and operational efficiency by two mechanisms.

First, the brand creative heritage helped team members overcome

destructive tensions by formalizing and sharing a common language of

the known. Indeed, before the formalization of the brand creative her-

itage, a lack of knowledge integration made it difficult for team mem-

bers to make full sense of the project objectives and communicate

among themselves. As expressed by one of the winemakers:

“I think that at the beginning, [design agency A] did not

understand very well where we were going. So, I think

that—since the beginning, I knew that I did not want

what they had proposed to us … even before doing it.”

However, owing to the formalization of the brand creative heritage,

the team built a common structure for the brand knowledge in the

form of the brand creative heritage map, the source texts, and the

source schemas. This enabled them to develop a common understand-

ing of the projects' objectives as well as a shared language, which, in

turn, helped define a working methodology. One of the project man-

agers argued that:

“Since we started to crystallize all those things in the

[brand creative heritage map], everything became

clearer and more organized. We started to put the

same words on the same things, which made every-

thing quite precise. We started to write the things that

… We resumed our approach in a different manner,

related to the organization of this new structure. After

that, I felt things were logical and clear, because we

also started to focus on certain projects that found

direct applications.”

Thus, the brand creative heritage helped team members realize that

their individual representations of the brand were incomplete. They

constructed a richer shared representation of the brand explicit

knowledge, that is, a language of the known to describe brand tradi-

tion. In the words of one of the project managers:

“When we started to look at the key points of the

brand, we saw that—maybe—they were missing cohe-

sion among them. It was because many things have

never been explained, and so we did not have any defi-

nition. Maybe, they were clear in the head of [program

team member 1], in the head of [program team mem-

ber 2], in the head of [program team member 3], but

less in the head of [program team member 4] and in

my head. So, we realized that due to the lack of defini-

tions, we lost the primary sense of what we wanted to

convey.”

Second, and most surprisingly, the brand creative heritage helped the

team manage the creative tensions, instead of eliminating them,

through the construction of a language of the unknown, that is, a

common representation of the incomplete facets of brand tradition.

For example, knowledge mobilized for the design of the video, before

the introduction of the brand creative heritage, mostly comprised

knowledge about the harvest and the winemaking process of cham-

pagne as well as the gestures that harvesters and winemakers perform

during this process. This can be considered common knowledge to all

champagne houses. Nonetheless, the formalization of the brand crea-

tive heritage highlighted that the winemaking process of the brand

was a creative process guided by several philosophical and aesthetic

TABLE 5 Similarities and differences of designed intermediary
objects with objects created in the past by luxury brands

Project Characteristics

Digital

application

Primary function similar to that of a digital

application designed by a luxury brand.

Content and structure are different from digital

applications designed by other luxury brands

Harvest

video

Content and structure are different from videos

designed by other luxury brands

Architectural

apace

Functionalities are different from architectural

spaces designed by luxury brands.

Content and structure are different from

architectural spaces designed by other luxury

brands.

TABLE 4 Verbatim statements supporting object integrity

Project Verbatim

Digital

application

“I think that having done the [brand creative heritage map] and having named the “aesthetic ideal” … I do not know if we had the

premonition or the intuition of where we wanted to go … when we asked for the first brief. Anyway, certainly all the work we had done

on the [brand creative heritage map]—the identification of the aesthetic ideal inside the concepts of the [brand creative heritage map]—
all this certainly contributed to better explain to [design agency A] what we wanted to do. And what we wanted to do is to make

available, in an organized manner, a set of information that corresponds to a narrative structure of the aesthetic ideal [a subset of the

brand creative heritage map]—to not explain the complexity, but to make [people] feel. We do not seek people to understand

everything, but to feel … to understand the global picture—to understand that there is a meaning. So, yes, I think that even the word

“aesthetic ideal” helped us change the path.”

Winemaking

video

Was this winemaking video bringing out enough of the creation, the harmony, the emotion? Because I think that those are the things that

every tool or creation, coming from each process, must make feel … Yes, it is a winemaking video, but it is [Brand]’s winemaking video,

so it has to make one feel the whole [brand creative heritage map] through the winemaking it expresses.”
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principles. That is the case, for example, with the “paradox” principle,

which defines the existence of a tension between tangible and intan-

gible elements of the brand that must be solved in every design of the

brand, whether it is a new champagne or a new experience. In turn,

winemakers argue that this language describes objects that do not yet

exist—the unknowns of the brand—and guides their gestures and deci-

sions during the winemaking process. This cognitive resource is origi-

nal and unique to the brand and establishes a creative tension. Thus,

owing to the brand creative heritage, the team identified new con-

cepts for designing a winemaking video, which, instead of translating

the consecutive steps of the winemaking process into images, repre-

sented the idiosyncratic features of the brand's way of making wine,

its philosophy, its connections with other knowledge elements of the

brand, and the creative process underlying the gestures.

Similarly, the brand creative heritage helped the team identify

new concepts for designing an aesthetic ideal digital application (case ),

which, instead of showcasing wine tasting comments, represented the

idiosyncratic vocabulary that the brand uses to describe existing and

future wines (such as the previously presented paradox principle).

Moreover, the brand creative heritage helped the team explore a new

design path for the brand place (case ) wherein they revisited the pri-

mary functionality of the place to be designed in order to design a

brand studio. That is, a place where the brand creative heritage is

embodied, transmitted, and transformed. Hence, the construction of

this language of the unknown contributed to attaining new design

paths that enabled the compromise between innovation and tradition,

and that have not been explored by any other brand.

These results highlight how mobilization of the brand creative

heritage as a resource of the design process of the three studied cases

allowed the team to gain originality that was coherent with tradition

as well as to improve operational efficiency. It helped them develop a

common representation of the brand tradition, identify new original

design concepts that enabled the compromise between innovation

and tradition, and define the properties of still unknown objects. This

invites us to accept our proposition: The transmission of a creative

heritage helps cross-functional teams manage the innovation–

tradition tension, resolve or manage destructive and creative tensions,

and gain originality and operational efficiency by giving teams a lan-

guage of the known and the unknown to describe brand tradition.

5 | DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

5.1 | Findings and discussion

In this study, we investigated the effects of formalizing creative heri-

tage on the way cross-functional teams in luxury industries drive inno-

vation projects. Based on the study of three innovative projects, we

were able to show that creative heritage assisted marketing and

design in managing the innovation–tradition tension, resolve destruc-

tive and creative tensions, and gain originality and operational effi-

ciency. This objective was achieved by (1) solving destructive tensions

through the construction of a language of the known and

(2) preserving creative tensions through the formalization of a lan-

guage of the unknown.

Indeed, the examined marketing and design functions were

exposed to destructive tensions, such as a lack of shared understand-

ing of organizational objectives and a lack of common cognitive

resources. They were also made to confront creative tensions, as

exemplified by the “paradox” principle that must be encoded in every

manifestation of the studied brand. Surprisingly, though it is tempting

to argue that a creative heritage should solve both tensions, our data

suggest that it helps marketing and design members manage the

innovation–tradition tension by balancing destructive and creative

tensions.

The formalization and sharing of a language of the known assists

both teams in overcoming destructive tensions because it provides

members with an extensive understanding of the most important

knowledge elements of the brand that can be mobilized during design

processes. Moreover, it enriches the consistency of individual, tacit

knowledge, which, in turn, helps members gain a more coherent

understanding by reconciling partial views of the same tradition. For

the examined champagne brand, the identification of important

knowledge elements such as the winemaking and aesthetic ideal—as

well as the sub-parts comprising each knowledge element, such as the

philosophy underlying the gestures of the winemaking process—

helped the team identify new properties for objects (an aesthetic ideal

digital application and a winemaking video) that were both innovative

and representative of the brand.

Interestingly, the effect of formalizing a creative heritage goes

beyond simple externalization of tacit knowledge. The formalization

and sharing of a language of the unknown assists marketing and

design in managing creative tensions, as it contains a description of

the possible ruptures in tradition. It thus depicts common unknowns

that are shared by both marketing and design members. That is, the

creative heritage contains not only knowledge, but also concepts

[in the sense of the C–K theory (Hatchuel & Weil, 2009)], desirable

unknowns, and ideas for future designs that could be explored and

developed, demonstrated or rejected, before being metamorphosed

into new objects.

For the studied brand, each of the seven knowledge elements of

the brand creative heritage map represent a latent concept for new

experiences that make customers feel what the element means for

the brand. Similarly, the paradox principle is a language of the

unknown that describes a desired property of future objects and

experiences. In the same manner, the creative heritage shows to its

recipients a variety of knowledge gaps, inviting them to expand their

knowledge to fill these gaps. It gives them guidelines for recognizing

the value of new knowledge. As these concepts are all related to

brand knowledge, they contribute to the coherence of the still-

unknown desired objects. For the examined brand, this implies, for

example, the exploration of new ways of embodying its creative heri-

tage as well as priming the construction of a language for describing

what consumers are expected to feel when living such experiences.

It is this capacity to address the known and the unknown—to

think about extant objects as well as those to be designed in
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coherence with the brand—that helps marketing and design functions

manage the tensions and gain an originality coherent with tradition

and improve operational efficiency.

Our findings have three main implications for the literature. First,

the notion of creative heritage is an invitation to reconsider the brand

identity concept. The marketing literature describes brand identity

(Bastien & Kapferer, 2012; Chevalier & Mazzalovo, 2012;

Kapferer, 2008) as mostly comprising a language of the known, which

is mobilized by marketers for assuring coherence between brand iden-

tity and the new objects created by designers. However, by under-

standing that the creative heritage also comprises a language of the

unknown, and that this structure helps teams become more original

and operationally efficient, we shed a light on how marketing and

design functions can mobilize brand identity to co-design new

original—yet coherent with tradition—objects.

Second, we contribute to the literature on knowledge integration

in innovation projects by elucidating the properties that common cog-

nitive resources should possess in order to help marketing and design

functions renew the brand while staying anchored to tradition. Even if

the literature has already identified the construction of shared mental

models and shared languages as a paramount resource for cross-

functional coordination (Lenfle & Söderlund, 2018; Mohammed &

Dumville, 2001), we show that the introduction of a creative heritage

aids teams in constructing common languages of the known and the

unknown. This facilitates the relationship between both functions

through shared objectives, vision, and methodology. This is further

exemplified by the formalization of the seven most important knowl-

edge elements for the brand, its relationships, as well as the renewed

project concepts borne out of it.

Finally, this study enables us to identify the management of a cre-

ative heritage as a new responsibility of the marketing and design

functions. Indeed, both functions can be considered responsible for

maintaining the organization's creative heritage, if it is already extant.

If the creative heritage is missing, or exists but in a precarious form,

their role is to build, formalize, and share it. In a sense, marketing and

design functions should act as “custodians” (Dacin, Dacin, &

Kent, 2018) of the creative heritage.

5.2 | Managerial implications

To managers of luxury organizations, where tradition plays a para-

mount role, our findings suggests that, to strengthen the ties of their

design and marketing teams, both functions should work together to

formalize, share, and update the creative heritage of their brands.

Thus, cross-functional teams should drive projects to explicitly share

both the language of the known and the unknown of their brands. By

doing this, these teams could identify possible future research

projects.

For luxury marketing and design practitioners, the notion of crea-

tive heritage is an opportunity to reconsider brand identity. A creative

heritage represents a way of identifying desirable properties of future

products, services, and experiences. Thus, by formalizing languages of

the known and the unknown to describe their brand heritage, market-

ing managers could better conduct actions such as releasing new

products and creating brand extensions.

5.3 | Limitations and future research

Our study has some limitations. First, we constrained ourselves to

study the brand as the primary source of a creative heritage. Hence,

we did not study the impact of other sources of past knowledge, such

as customers, past projects, or technical knowledge. Furthermore, the

advancement state of the projects did not allow us to evaluate the

reception of the innovative experiences by customers. Thus, further

research should explore the impact of managing both the brand crea-

tive heritage and other knowledge sources, such as customer knowl-

edge, in the design of innovative objects and its reception by

customers.

Second, the projects that emerged from the studied program

were all intended to embody a part or the whole brand creative heri-

tage. Thus, to further understand the impact of a creative heritage on

a team's originality and operational efficiency, future research should

study the design of objects that do not necessarily embody the brand

creative heritage as a primary function.

5.4 | Conclusion: Creative heritage, a new
management concept

In conclusion, we identify a new research object—that we term crea-

tive heritage—as a cognitive resource that, when shared by marketing

and design teams in collaboration, can enhance the generativity of

those who assimilate it. With this concept, we pave the way to a bet-

ter dialog between the literature in brand management, knowledge

management, and design science.
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